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	The night began with a fevered panic. Having just escaped my seven o'clock at night class, I was making a  made dash toward my dorm room. This was an odd sight to see, really. I'm far from athletic. However, I was in far too much of a hurry to let low self confidence slow me down. Luckily, my rather heavy book bag took care of that for me. So, bruised and with my legs bursting with lactic acid, I ascended the stairs and stumbled into my room. In a roughly five minute span I was dressed in almost formal attire, and thus ready to begin my second desperate run against time.
	Perhaps I should slow down a bit. There was a reason for all of this energetic fervor, though I don't doubt I've exagerated it to some degree. Namely, I had two tickets, and, shockingly, a date to the Governor's Ball. More importantly, though luckily not entirely unexpected, I was late. You may ask: "Hey, didn't this happen way before this assignment? And even the event that you added in the entry before?" and while true, this question is completely irrelevant. At any rate, this lateness is not a characteristic I like to have, and many apologies were made upon my arrival.
	I met up with my date, a girl named Bambi who is a fairly decent friend of mine, and together, we were off. Several things were in my mind at this point. First and foremost was six years of being single. I lament about this far too much, really. Luckily it is no longer true. Naturally, there was some point in me going with this particular girl, and it wasn't simply to get a discount on tickets. There was some mutual attraction between us, as we had been talking since the crazed Freshman Orientation weekend. Thus, tonight was an important night, as it determined whether a relationship could be made of this messy situation.
	So, I went with the only approach I could think of. My sources had said that I was viewed as too quiet. That would be the first time I've ever been called as such, and it caught me off guard. So, I was forward. I confirmed her belief that I was too quiet, then explained a little about myself; mostly the fact I was prone to long rants, but they had to be triggered by things. An uncertain "Oh, okay..." was my only reward for this helpful nugget of information. At his point we had reached the top of the stairs, had our tickets ripped, and started seeing people worth talking to. This was the definitive point at which I noticed there was no real chance of a relationship happening. It was at this point we effectively split up and went our own ways, as we were intrigued by different things. 
	And so, I mingled a bit. Kevin, another friend of mine, showed me the latest football scores. I was more amused by the fact he was sneaky enough to get the play-by-play on a game of football despite being on a date than I was interested, but it's an interesting footnote nonetheless. There was some wandering into the actual ballroom and possibly dancing involved in the next half hour or so. I might have ended up with my hair braided somehow by the end. At any rate, I was then talking to a different girl entirely- an April. Little did I know that the next few days would be spent with us in close proximity quite a lot of the time. Of course, this didn't spark a relationship either, though I did end up in one with Tabbi, one of her friends. It lasted a week. But I'm getting off topic. So, I left the ball with April to do random things, ending up alone in my bed about two thirty in the morning. It was certainly an interesting night.



